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Figure 1: The Last of Us: Part Two

ABSTRACT
Previous Naughty Dog titles have used standard effect authoring,
where particle emitters were manually placed on the environment
or attached to character joints. In addition to this there were render
targets assigned to characters for the ability to apply blood, wetness,
and other effects as part of the character rendering, but any particle
rendering within them would be predetermined.

The Last of Us: Part Two introduced more detailed interactions
between effects and the rest of the world. In addition, the effects
were GPU driven, making them more efficient and allowing for big-
ger particle numbers. The effects required much less manual place-
ment from the artists and utilized world information for spawning,
and could attach to and simulate on geometry efficiently, following
gravity and surface properties on animating geometry.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Our goal for The Last of Us: Part Twowas to improve on our existing
effect framework and introduce new techniques to achieve higher
quality of effect interaction with the environment and characters.
Due to the large size of the game, some of the old ways of manual
authoring of effect emitters became unmanageable. For this game
we have introduced a new framework and concepts that allowed
us to achieve these goals.

2 COMPUTE PARTICLES
We have implemented a flexible compute particle framework that is
integrated into our standard CPU particle rendering pipeline, build-
ing on top of previous work done in this field [Whitley 2017]. The
framework allows us to specify compute jobs to be run on particle
buffers. These jobs could be spawning new particles, updating exist-
ing particles, killing old ones, adding events to external buffers for
child particle spawning, filtering screen areas or reading external
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buffers for spawning, etc. Particle systems can share buffers with
other particle systems, allowing us to feed spawn events or any
other data to other systems. Example: we can have water stream
particles collide with geometry using depth buffer and feed into
a water splash spawn hint buffer; then, the water splash compute
particle system runs a job to read that buffer and spawn at the
intersection locations if deemed appropriate. Effect artists also had
the ability to provide spawning, lifetime, behavior parameters, etc.
that are then used by the compute jobs.

3 GEOMETRY ATTACHMENT
Certain effects required some sort of attachment to geometry. For ex-
ample, snow particles that fall onto characters couldn’t just stop on
collision. Of course one option is to just kill them, but we wanted to
have detailed interaction of snow and characters, thus we needed a
system for attaching to geometry. Standard approaches for particles
is either them being static, or attach to objects via joint attachment.
These approaches only cover a subset of the problem. For exam-
ple, even attaching to a joint of a character leads to swimming of
particles on the surface, because the geometry itself is skinned to
multiple joints. Then there are meshes that are not even skinned, for
example grass cards, which are just quads with alpha-tested cutouts,
that animate via trivial vertex shader deformation; there was no
way to attach to blades of such grass with traditional methods that
we had. Thus we developed a new technique to attach to geometry
by using screen space information such as depth, stencil, motion
vector, and other buffers. We use depth to be able to generate world
position from screen space position. We then use motion vectors to
predict where the particles going to be next frame, and next frame
applies different techniques to correct our prediction. This yielded
efficient particle updates and allowed particles to track geometry
they are on and attach to geometry.

4 RIBBON PARTICLE SEQUENCES
We built on top of individual GPU particles and developed particle
sequences that we call ribbons. This required a different algorithm
because now the particles in the same ribbon had to be sorted and
connected to each other properly, instead of just a pool of particles
that updated asynchronously. To do this fast we allocated two GPU
wavefronts per ribbon and used inter-lane accesses to facilitate
particle communication. Special care had to be taken of maintaining
the ribbons while some particles in it would lose attachment and
become invalid.

5 SCREEN SPACE SIMULATION
We needed the ability to simulate liquid drips on geometry: make
drips advance based on gravity along the geometry and then po-
tentially write into a render target buffer such as the blood render
target. Standard techniques to solve this problem require a special
costly rendering step to preprocess geometry. We were able to im-
plement the liquid drip simulation by purely using screen space
information, which made it cheap. There were also other benefits of
using screen space buffers, such as the ability to travel from mesh
to mesh and even handle traversing uv seams.

6 TRACKING MULTIPLE SPACES
Since screen space driven GPU particles could only persist while
screen space information is available, we had to develop ways to
make the visual effects permanent. For example, the blood drips on
character could not just disappear, they had to soak into the cloth
or stay on skin even if we looked away from the character. To solve
this issue we implemented the ability to switch between screen
space and character uv space.We used screen space information and
GPU particles for simulation, but then we converted the position
into object’s uv space by using an object id buffer, finding the
intersection triangle with barycentric coordinates, and ultimately
converting the particle position into uv space. Then we would
spawn another particle into the render target of the object. Thus
we used the GPU particles purely for simulation while the visuals
would come from a render target.

7 TARGETED GPU PARTICLE SPAWNING
We were able to feed some information from CPU particles to
GPU particles to give us finer control over spawning of the GPU
particles. For example, we needed to spawn blood ribbons only
from where characters were wounded. We attached phantom box
particles to wound locations. These boxes would then serve as
spawners on GPU where we would sample screen space areas
within those boxes and try to find a proper spawn location for blood
ribbons. To improve on spawning, we used our ability to convert
from screen space into character uv space and looked up the blood
render target and only spawned from only bloody locations.

8 INTERSECTIONS BETWEEN PARTICLES
The ability to lookup object’s uv coordinates from the particle posi-
tion in the world allowed us to implement additional improvements.
Water ribbons, which are sequences of GPU particle decals on the
surface of meshes could lookup how bloody certain locations were
on the character by using their position and object id buffer. Then,
by using this information they were able to modify tint and become
redder, while also sending an event to spawn a wash out particle
into the character blood render target.
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